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Counseling has been used to denote a wide range of procedures including advice giving,

encouragement, information giving, test interpretation, and psychoanalysis.

hide accept represent believe

1-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Vocabulary: choose the best synonym for the underlined words and mark it on your answer sheet.

Although everyone occasionally undertakes counseling the term is preferably restricted to

professionally trained persons.

limited labeled learned proved

2-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Schofield made the point that psychotherapy was merely the purchase of friendship.

only about aside such as

3-

1. 2. 3. 4.

As man became more civilized, it was natural for the tribe or community group to attempt to

provide guidance to persons needing assistance.

principle change collection support

4-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Recognizing human individuality, Plato designed a society with an educational system to meet

individual needs.

satisfy send receive turn

5-

1. 2. 3. 4.

In 1896, Emil Kraeplin published a diagnos'c classifica'on of mental disorders.

effects illnesses procedures interviews

6-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The parents can also buy inexpensive used magazines and books for the children to read.

modern familiar mental second-hand

7-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The career counselor must be able to determine which individuals are undecided and which are

indecisive.

discover remain remind miss

8-

1. 2. 3. 4.

‘Depth’ approach postulates that the origin and solution of human problems lie deep within the

personality.

continues drives arranges accepts

9-

1. 2. 3. 4.

This self was life’s goal, a goal that people strive for but rarely reach.

show feel try view

10-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Hosford identifies four crucial elements necessary for implementing operant conditioning

procedures.

persuading important shocking heavy

11-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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Emotional problems lie in illogical thinking.

believe enable exist overlap

12-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Every human being who gets disturbed really is telling himself a chain of false sentences.

sustained self conscious mentally ill justified

13-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Counseling involves an interview conducted in private in which the ………….. listens and attempts

to understand the client.

counselor person follower legislator

14-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Fill in the Blanks: choose the best answer to fill in each blank space and mark it on your answer sheet.

Generally speaking, …………….. problems are more difficult to treat.

emotional emote emotion emotionally

15-

1. 2. 3. 4.

There are many great contemporary ……………. 

philosophy philosophical philosophers philosophically

16-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The child’s behavior in school was closely ……………

rewarded monitored poured financed

17-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Counselors are ……………. involved in school affairs.

increasingly increasing increased increase

18-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The ……………….. is another Freudian concept which functions as a controlling agent in the

personality.

superego individual emotion complex

19-

1. 2. 3. 4.

There are many good ……………….. in town.

patient psychology

psychotherapists stresses 

20-

1. 2.

3. 4.

We must …………….. that we do not know enough.

pull profess create take

21-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Learning conditions should be ……………… with care.

manipulatively manipulation manipulator manipulated

22-

1. 2. 3. 4.

…………… and practice can move hand in hand.

Theory Timing Suppression Reinforcement

23-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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It had not ……………….. to me that these elements played a role.

observed occurred planned classified

24-

1. 2. 3. 4.

We study the new ……………. in the field of counseling.

develop developed developmental developments

25-

1. 2. 3. 4.

This self-actualizing level of need helps to make sense out of much behavior that is not explained

be deficiencies in need satisfaction.

��� ��� �	 �
����� ������� �������

26-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Persian equivalents: choose the best Persian equivalent for the underlined words and mark it on your

answer sheet.

The fourth need level in Maslow’s system is for achievement of self-esteem.

��� �	 ����� ���� ������ �������� ��� ���

27-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Is school counseling a remedial or a developmental process?

��!"�� #$� ���%&� ����'( ��)�*

28-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Those who learn to adapt have better lives.

+% ,�'- +% �� +% ���& +% ��./��

29-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Most human behavior is learned and is there for subject to change.

01�2��� 0+3��� � ���4� 05� �	

30-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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